More than a distributor ... we’re a partner with solutions.

Instrumentation Cable TC-ER
Control & Tray Cable TC-ER
Thermocouple Wire
AIA Armored Cable
MC-HL Armored Instrumentation Cable
MC-HL Armored Control and Power Cable
Single Conductor 600V Power Cable
Portable Power Cable
Medium-Voltage Power Cable MV-105
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America’s Wire Company
Did you know?

• In 2015 and in the near future (2019) there will be more than 10,200 industrial projects in the United States.
• The industry ranges from Power to Pulp & Paper and includes projects totalling more than $1 trillion.
• The top five industrial sectors are Power, Oil & Gas Production, Chemical Processing, Metals & Minerals and Oil & Gas Pipelines.
• The top five states with the majority of dollars spent are Texas, Alaska, Louisiana, California and Pennsylvania.
• The top five states with the highest numbers of individual industrial projects are Texas, California, Louisiana, Ohio and Illinois.
• The project count for early planning to maintenance for the year 2015 is 6,300 projects; year 2016 is 2,600; year 2017 is 800; year 2018 is 250; and 2019 is 115 (to date).

We stock only American-made wire and cable for you, the electrical distributor

As America’s Wire Company, USA Wire & Cable, Inc. is celebrating our 25th year anniversary and will continue to be a big part of the U.S. and North American growth. As a master stocking distributor, we continue to make large purchases of American-made, specialty copper industrial wire and cables from the largest, best-known U.S. factories.

We can cut and ship the same day without cutting or wooden reel charges!

USA Wire & Cable, Inc. has the ability to make multiple circuit-length cuts and ship to your project the same day from one of our multiple warehouse shipping locations. Our industrial inventory is strategically located throughout the United States and includes all types of Instrumentation, Thermocouple, Control & Power Tray cables, MV 105 Medium Voltage cables and MC-HL Armored cables.

Call USAWC for your next cable order and your future cable management needs!
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